Abstract -This paper presents an idea to extend a certain class of single channel speech enhancement algorithms to include the spatial domain. The resulting blind beamformer does not rely on a-priori knowledge of source and sensor positions and it enhances one or several speech sources based only on received data. The underlying principle in this approach is the fact that speech signals are short time stationary. Provided that the single channel speech enhancers attenuates unwanted sources and at the same time preserve the short time stationarity of speech signals, a summation of a small array of such single channel processors constitutes a coherent spatial speech enhancement. As opposed to traditional beamformning where the phase alteration is pre-specified, the phase alteration of the proposed structure is controlled by the received data. The evaluation uses a two microphone array and indicates that the Signal to Interference Ratio is increased for a variety of source positions using the proposed method with only an insignificant decrease in speech quality.
INTRODUCTION
Methods for blind speech enhancement can be separated into two dominant groups; Single channel methods and multiple channel methods. The underlying idea of the two concepts of single and multiple channel techniques are somewhat different where single channel methods operates in the time-frequency domain, e.g. [1, 2] . Multiple channel techniques also take the spatial domain into consideration, e.g. [3] . The lack of spatial diversity in the single channel techniques makes them in some cases unsuitable. This contribution investigates the beamforming capabilities when using a set of single channel blind speech enhancers in parallel, forming a multiple channel blind speech enhancer. The key feature of the proposed structure is that the phase alteration is controlled by the received data. This technique is different from traditional beamforming which uses pre-specified phase alterations. Two versions of the proposed structure are evaluated and compared to a single channel method. The evaluation assesses the Signal to Inference Ratio (SIR) enhancement and speech quality using the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) measure from the International Telecommunication Union [4] . [6, 7] . The input-output signal assembly of the AGE is presented in Fig. 1 .
AGE Input-Output Signal Assembly
The signal received at a single channel sensor is modelled as
where s(n) denotes the speech component and v(n) denotes the noise component. A filter bank is used to transform the input signal into time-frequency domain, according to Xk (n) hk((n) * x(n): (2) where k E [1, K] 
The Fig. 4 where P-S to ps5 denotes possible loudspeaker positions and P PM2 designates the positions of the two microphones. The source and interference po- 
Test Signals
The speech signals used are two male and two female speakers from the TIMIT database concatenated into one sequence with half a second of separating silence. The noise is white Gaussian with zero mean. Three different Signal to Interference Ratios (SIR) are used in the evaluation corresponding to low, medium and high SIR according to SIR {5dB, 15dB, 25dB}.
Speech Enhancer Settings
The time constant of the speech tracking average is set to 50 ms and the background noise tracking average time constant to 3 s. The maximal amount of speech enhancement was set to Lk = 1015/20 to put a constraint on the maximum amount of artifacts introduced by the speech enhancer itself. Other recommended AGE settings can be found in [5] . This setting was used for all speech enhancers independently of configuration, i.e. CASE I, CASE II and Case III.
Case II Beamforming Matrix
The beamforming matrix U in the Case II setup is set to U (= 1) (8) which forms two beams; A spatial low pass filter and an orthogonal spatial high pass filter. The sum of the two beamformers gives a spatial all pass characteristic.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Assessing the performance of speech enhancement algorithms is not a straightforward task. The measure should cover various aspects such as the amount of actual noise reduction as well as including the quality of speech. It is hard to find one measure that covers all desired performance aspects and two measures are used herein, motivated by [9, 10] . The first measure is the classical objective Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) or rather a normalized version thereof where the SIR after enhancement is normalized with the SIR before enhancement. The second measure is the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality from ITU-T (PESQ) [4] . The PESQ is also an objective measure but is based on cognitive models of the human hearing organ to form pseudo-subjective scores and it has high correlation with real subjective tests.
Differential SIR
The output of the speech enhancement structure is segregable into two components as y(n) Ys(n) + yv(n), where y, (n) includes enhanced components of speech and Yv (n) includes components of noise and are both According to the ITU-T recommendation P.862 [4] it is possible to evaluate the speech performance using PESQ even for signals with noise. However, the reference signal must be clean. The setup for evaluating a system with environmental noise using the PESQ P.862 standard is presented in Fig. 5 .
The PESQ of Case I is used as a reference to form a differential PESQ for Case II The two sources evaluation in Section 6.3 indicates that the structure in Case III is not only capable of blindly enhancing a single source but also two sources simultaneously.
